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Abstract Six and a half month records from three ice-tethered Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers
deployed in October 2013 in Young Sound fjord in Northeast Greenland are used to analyze the acoustic
backscatter signal. The acoustic data suggest a systematic diel vertical migration (DVM) of scatters below
the land-fast ice during polar night. The scatters were likely composed of zooplankton. The acoustic signal
pattern typical to DVM persisted in Young Sound throughout the entire winter including the period of civil
polar night. However, polynya-enhanced estuarine-like cell circulation that occurred during winter disrupted
the DVM signal favoring zooplankton to occupy the near-surface water layer. This suggests that
zooplankton avoided spending additional energy crossing the interface with a relatively strong velocity
gradient comprised by fjord inflow in the intermediate layer and outflow in the subsurface layer. Instead,
the zooplankton tended to remain in the upper 40 m layer where relatively warmer water temperatures
associated with upward heat flux during enhanced estuarine-like circulation could be energetically
favorable. Furthermore, our data show moonlight disruption of DVM in the subsurface layer and weaker
intensity of vertical migration beneath snow covered land-fast ice during polar night. Finally, by using
existing models for lunar illuminance and light transmission through sea ice and snow cover, we estimated
under ice illuminance and compared it with known light sensitivity of Arctic zooplankton species.

1. Introduction

Diel vertical migration (DVM) of zooplankton is a process of synchronized movement of the organisms from
the mesopelagic zone up to the epipelagic zone at night and returning back during the day [Brierley, 2014].
DVM is considered to be the largest synchronized diel movement of biomass on the planet. It also acts as a
biological pump in transferring organic carbon from the surface of the ocean to depth [Doney and Steinberg,
2013]. There are few probable reasons for DVM [Hays, 2003; Ringelberg, 2010]. First of all, vertical migration
provides metabolic or demographic advantage in predator avoidance [Zaret and Suffern, 1976; Kerfoot,
1985; Torgersen, 2003]. Staying away from surface waters during day reduces the light-dependent mortality
risk. Additional possible driving mechanism is the optimization of the exploitation of food resources
[Lampert, 1989].

Most earlier studies of DVM in the Arctic have focused on the period of midnight sun or the transition
period from midnight sun to day/night cycle [Kosobokova, 1978; Fortier, 2001; Blachowiak-Samolyk et al.,
2006; Cottier et al., 2006; Falk-Petersen et al., 2008; Rabindranath et al., 2010]. Recent studies based on acous-
tic backscatter (ABS) data showed presence of synchronized DVM behavior of zooplankton that continued
throughout the Arctic winter, in both open as in ice-covered waters [Berge et al., 2009, 2012, 2015a, 2015b;
Benoit et al., 2010; Wallace et al., 2010; Båtnes et al., 2015; Cohen et al., 2015]. Berge et al. [2014] proposed
that, even during polar night, DVM is regulated by diel variations in solar and lunar illumination, which are
at intensities far below the threshold of human perception. Alternatively DVM could be controlled by pre-
cise internal clocks. However, this would require a clock imprint or clock learning in earlier life stages when
plankton live closer to the surface [van Haren and Compton, 2013]
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While significant progress has been made in understanding DVM and its driving mechanisms, the oceano-
graphic forcing interaction with of DVM in high latitude waters remains poorly understood. Vertical density
stratification and water dynamics along with sea-ice cover are among the most important factors that seem
to be capable to modify the regular patterns of DVM [Berge et al., 2014]. Arctic fjords with relatively isolated
water columns exposed to the interaction with the shelf only through the fjord entrances, allow clear attri-
bution of the oceanographic forcing and therefore represent an excellent research laboratory for investigat-
ing the impact of the oceanographic forcing on DVM.

The estuarine-like two-layer circulation is a typical pattern of the fjord water dynamics [MacCready and
Geyer, 2009; Stigebrandt, 2012]. It is comprised by an outward flowing surface layer and an inward compen-
sating flow at intermediate depths [Farmer and Freeland, 1983; Skarðhamar and Svendsen, 2010; Sutherland
et al., 2014]. For the high Arctic fjords without subglacial discharge, and where freshwater runoff is relatively
small and limited to a few summer months, inflow of intermediate-depth waters into the fjord is often in
response to wind forcing where there is an enhanced estuarine-type flow pattern with down-fjord winds
[Cottier et al., 2010]. For the silled fjords, the compensating inflow from the shelf is impeded by the entrance
sill representing a topographic barrier. Therefore sills play an important role with respect to water structure,
circulation, and biology, slowing replenishment of a fjord’s intermediate and deep layers with more oxygen-
ated water [Dmitrenko et al., 2015].

The acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) is a commonly used instrument for velocity profiling in the
water column. Besides velocity profiles, it measures the intensity of acoustic pings backscattered by sus-
pended particles. An ADCP can be used with some limitations (due to the beam geometry) for measuring
zooplankton abundance [Flagg and Smith, 1989; Stanton et al., 1994; Brierley et al., 1998, 2006; Deines, 1999;
Fielding et al., 2004; Lemon et al., 2008].

Here we examine the DVM behavior during polar night and its interaction with water dynamics using time
series of acoustic and velocity data obtained in the Young Sound (YS) fjord in Northeast Greenland at
�748N. YS represents a relatively deep (340 m) and long (�90 km) high latitude fjord with a water depth of
40 m at the sill at its mouth. Land-fast ice covers the fjord from late October to beginning of July [Bendtsen
et al., 2007]. During winter, the land-fast ice extends off the YS mouth by 10–30 km and completely elimi-
nates wind stress to the water column. Based on oceanographic observations using three land-fast ice-teth-
ered oceanographic moorings deployed from October 2013 to May 2014, we show that the DVM signal was
disrupted below the land-fast ice when a polynya opened over the YS outlet to the Greenland Sea and
caused enhanced surface layer (0–40 m) transport toward the mouth of the fjord and inflow to the fjord in
a layer below (�40–140 m) [Dmitrenko et al., 2015]. We also show that DVM below the 60–90 cm thick land-
fast sea ice and up to 50 cm of snow cover was affected by the moon cycle during polar night showing a
disrupted signal in the subsurface layer and a generally weaker intensity of vertical migrations at the full
moon phase.

We note that our analysis is entirely based on the ADCP data. In YS, zooplankton sampling during winter
has never been accomplished due to logistical difficulties, and the zooplankton species comprising DVM
are only hypothesized based on the 300 KHz ADCP sensitivity to scatters having a diameter greater than
about 1.5 mm. Thus, the interpretation of the observed DVM patterns follows those reported using repre-
sentative observations in other regions.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. Mooring Setup
Between October 2013 and May 2014, four land-fast ice-tethered moorings were deployed from the sta-
tionary land-fast ice in YS (Figure 1). All moorings included 300 kHz downward-looking Workhorse Senti-
nel ADCPs by Teledyne RD Instruments, mounted in 2 m long land-fast ice-tethered PVC pipes, with their
acoustic transducer heads placed at 2 m below the sea surface. The velocity and acoustic backscatter
(ABS) intensity data from the ADCPs were taken at 2 m depth intervals, with a 10-min ensemble time
interval and 20 pings per ensemble. The first/last bins were located at 6/84 m except for mooring m02
where the last valid bin was at 78 m. Therefore, the ADCPs did not sample the 5 m thick subsurface layer
below the land-fast ice. The tilt of all ADCPs remained constant during the entire period of deployment
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and did not exceed 18 in any of them. Mooring m01 was lost when the land-fast ice broke up over the YS
mouth in December 2013 [Dmitrenko et al., 2015].

In many cases, the particles in the water column responsible for a significant portion of the ABS are plank-
tonic. Based on theoretical analysis by Jasek and Marko [2007], our 300 kHz ADCPs are sensitive to particles
having diameters greater than about 1.5 mm, which in general is consistent with small mesozooplankton
species. However, sound scattering by zooplankton is more complex compared to that by sediment
particles [Stanton et al., 1994]. Nevertheless, the acoustic backscatter has been found to be correlated to
zooplankton biomass [Flagg and Smith, 1989; Brierley et al., 1998; Fielding et al., 2004; Berge et al., 2009;
Hamilton et al., 2013; Bozzano et al., 2014]. It was noted, however, that ADCPs, unlike echo-sounders, are lim-
ited in deriving accurate quantitative estimates of biomass due to calibration difficulties because their
acoustic beams are narrow and are inclined to the vertical [Sato et al., 2013; Vestheim et al., 2014; Brierley
et al., 1998]. With application of beam geometry correction, ADCPs are commonly used for qualitative stud-
ies of biomass, as they can provide information on zooplankton behavior [e.g., Pinot and Jans�a, 2001;
Chenghao et al., 2013]. To correct for beam geometry we derived volume backscatter strength (VBS) Sv in dB
from echo intensity following the procedure described by Deines [1999]. The ADCP-derived vertical velocity
has also been used to study rates of zooplankton diel vertical migration [e.g., Plueddemann and Pinkel, 1989;
Cottier et al., 2006; Ochoa et al., 2013]. In our data set the ADCPs velocity precision and resolution were
60.5% and 61 mm/s, respectively. The estimated ADCP velocity error was 15.5 mm/s. The accuracy of the
ADCP vertical velocity measurements has not been verified. The manufacturer reports that the vertical
velocity is more accurate, by at least a factor of two, than the horizontal velocity, however, vertical velocities
in the 3 mm/s range may well be within the noise level [Miller et al., 2003]. Compass accuracy is reported as
62.78 and was corrected by adding magnetic deviation (218.58).

The mooring-based observations were complemented by conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) profiling
during the deployment and recovery of moorings (Figure 1b) with an SBE-19plus (Sea-Bird Electronics).
According to the manufacturers’ estimates, the SBE-19plus individual temperature and conductivity meas-
urements are accurate to 60.0058C and 60.0005 S/m.

2.2. Snow and Ice Thickness and Illumination During Polar Night
In addition, an ice-mass balance buoy (IMB) [Babb et al., 2016; Kirillov et al., 2015] deployed at the m04 posi-
tion in October 2013 provided data on ice thickness and snow depth every 30 min until the system was
recovered in May 2014 (for more details see Kirillov et al. [2015]). The main components of the IMB were the
thermistor string installed in a PVC housing and two precisely mounted acoustic rangefinders (above ice
cover and beneath ice cover underwater, both with accuracy of 5 mm). The system works by measuring the

Figure 1. (a) Schematic depiction of polynya impact on the YS circulation adapted from Dmitrenko et al. [2015]. The first map insert shows
Young Sound (YS) on the Greenland map and the second map shows positions of landfast ice-tethered oceanographic moorings (red
circles) deployed in YS from October 2013 to May 2014 and position of time lapsed camera (purple square) facing mooring m3. (b) Vertical
distribution of temperature (red, 8C) and salinity (green) in 26 October2013 (solid lines, temperature and salinity only) and 5 May 2014
(dashed lines) at mooring m04.
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distance from each rangefinder to either the snow/air or underwater ice/water interface, which allows the
estimations of snow accumulation onto the ice surface and the growth of the ice cover (Figure 2a).

The lengths of daylight and twilight were calculated using trigonometry equations (http://www.gandraxa.
com/length_of_day.xml). Modeled total sky illumination for day and night was calculated using skylight.m
function from the astronomy package for Matlab [Ofek, 2014]. Modeled under ice illumination was calcu-
lated using exponential decay radiative transfer model [Grenfell and Maykut, 1977; Perovich, 1996]. Transmit-
tance through the sea ice and snow cover was calculated using the following equation: T zð Þ5i0e2kt z , where
i0 is the is the fraction of the wavelength-integrated incident irradiance transmitted through the top 0.1 m
of the surface layer, and jt is the total extinction coefficient in the snow or sea ice cover. The values
adopted for the sea ice and snow covers were i0 5 0.63, jt51.5, and i0 5 0.9, jt50.1, respectively.

For monitoring ice, snow and illumination conditions and visual verification, a time lapse camera was
installed in the mouth of fjord overlooking mooring m03. The camera takes daily pictures at local solar
noon (Figure 2). The total cloud cover (%) for the YS region at 758N and 208E is obtained from the National
Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP).

For the analysis of acoustic backscatter data, we used wavelet transformation to derive the time-dependent
behavior of the acoustic backscatter at the diurnal frequency band that dominates the backscatter spec-
trum. The wavelet transform method is used to analyze time series that contain nonstationary power at dif-
ferent frequencies. The results of the wavelet transform allow the spectral composition of nonstationary
signals to be measured and examined [Kumar and Foufoula-Georgiou, 1997]. In this study we use the Morlet
wavelet [Morlet et al., 1982a, 1982b].

2.3. Oceanographic Condition
The tide-dominated periodical water dynamics is relatively weak in YS. Tidal analysis conducted using an
algorithm by Foreman [1978] for the velocity record shows the predominant M2 constituent with velocity
amplitudes of 0.89/2.86/5.78 cm/s, and S2 constituent with velocity amplitudes of 0.38/1.14/2.49 cm/s for
moorings m04/m03/m02 (Figure 1). Thus, it was found that tidal dynamics were weakened toward the YS
interior, and were nearly free of horizontal tidal movement at m04.

During winter 2013–2014, the nonperiodical water dynamics in YS was dominated by the estuarine-like cir-
culation with inflow of water between 40 m and 140 m (beneath the level of the entrance sill) toward the
interior of the fjord with a corresponding outflow in the 0–40 m surface layer (Figures 1a, 3b, 3e, and 3d).
A storm event on 18–25 December 2013, with northerly winds reaching up to 25 m/s, forced the collapse
of the land-fast ice over the YS outlet to the Greenland Sea on 20 December [Dmitrenko et al., 2015]. This

Figure 2. Pictures taken during the 2013–2014 civil twilight and civil polar night by camera facing mooring m03. All pictures were taken at local solar noon. Credits: the monitoring
program MarineBasis Zackenberg (www.Zackenberg.dk).
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December storm created a coastal polynya that was maintained until early March 2014 by several consec-
utive strong northerly wind events that exceeded 15 m/s. Brine rejection associated with new ice forma-
tion in the polynya was most efficient during the first polynya event from 20 December 2013 to 23
January 2014 when the outer fjord salinity at �80 m increased from 31.9 to 32.1 [Dmitrenko et al., 2015].
The gravity current of dense and brine-enriched polynya-modified water enhanced the circulation cell

Figure 3. (a) The time series of (red) snow and (blue) ice thickness (cm) at m04 and (green) duration of (solid) sunlight 1 (dashed) civil
twilight (h); (b, e, h) The time series of along-fjord velocity at (red) 6 m, (green) 24 m, and (blue) 54 m for moorings m04, m03, and m02,
respectively; (c, f, i) The time series of 2-m binned vertical profiles of acoustic backscatter for moorings m04, m03, and m02, respectively;
(d, g, j) The absolute value of wavelet power spectrum for the time series of acoustic backscatter computed for diurnal frequency band
(24 h) as a function of depth for moorings m04, m03, and m02, respectively. Blue and pink shading highlights polar night and enhanced
cell circulation, respectively. Vertical black dashed line depicts winter solstice.
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with inflow and outflow velocities exceeding 7 and 12 cm/s, respectively (Figures 3b, 3e, and 3d). This
supplied the YS interior with cool, saline (Figure 1b) and oxygen enriched (not shown) polynya-modified
water [Dmitrenko et al., 2015]. In the following, we show that the enhanced estuarine-like circulation cell
affected the irregularities of the acoustic backscatter diurnal variability by disrupting its seasonal tend-
ency associated with seasonality of light conditions at high latitudes.

3. Results

3.1. Acoustic Backscatter Intensity Time Series
The civil polar night period (nautical twilight) for YS at 74.48N lasted from 28 November to 10 January, while
civil twilight lasted from 3 November to 3 February (Figures 2 and 3a). Civil polar night occurs in the latitudi-
nal range between 728N and 788N when the sun is between 68 and 128 below the horizon. Even though YS
is located south of 788 zone of nautical polar night latitudes [Berge et al., 2015a], the illumination in the fjord
interior (mooring m04) remained close to that of the nautical polar night due to the significant shadowing
effect of the �1000 m high mountains bordering the fjord. The modeled levels of maximum solar illumina-
tion at noon during the civil polar night period were around 0.2 lux, which are comparable with the maxi-
mal modeled lunar illumination of 9 3 1022 lux. The modeled levels were estimated without taking into
consideration shading by the mountains or attenuation due to the cloud cover.

The time series of the VBS from the moorings m02 and m03, located near the mouth of fjord, show maxima
in backscattering at depths beneath 40 m until 20 December (Figure 3). After that a period of enhanced cir-
culation commenced and lasted until 23 January. During this period, both moorings showed the maximum
backscatter in the subsurface layer (6–40 m) decreasing with depth (Figures 3f and 3i). For mooring m04,
located in the fjord interior, the VBS pattern was almost reverse. For the period preceding the winter sol-
stice, maximum backscatter at m04 was located in the subsurface layer while after, and especially during
the cell circulation the high backscatter was detected throughout the water column with some decrease in
the subsurface layer by the end of cell circulation period. A general tendency of acoustic backscatter to
decrease from the YS interior (m04) to the YS mouth (m02) was also noted. For m03 there was a backscatter
noise signal at 45m caused by CTD sensor located at the mooring line.

The wavelet spectrum shows general patterns of the diurnal periodicity for the VBS during winter 2013-
2014. Similar to VBS, its diurnal variability was most intense at m04 and decreased toward the YS mouth
(Figures 3d, 3g, and 3j). The intensity of diurnal signal was gradually weakened during the civil twilight pre-
ceding polar night. During polar night, however, it still remained recognizable with 1/3 (m02) to 1/7 (m04)
of the amplitude of the preceding civil twilight period (Figures 3d, 3g, and 3j). We note that this diurnal sig-
nal was observed below the 0.6–0.8 m thick land-fast ice with a �10–15 cm snow cover (Figure 3a). During
the civil twilight period following the polar night, the intensity of the diurnal signal increased. Overall, for all
three moorings, the diurnal signal displayed a weakening trend from the start of polar night until winter sol-
stice (�15 days) and then increased toward the end of polar night. For the 20–40 m depth layer, the return
to the initial strength of diurnal signal at the beginning of polar night (i.e., �75–100) took about 32 days fol-
lowing winter solstice (Figures 3d, 3g, and 3j). This asymmetry around the winter solstice can hardly be
attributed to the higher rate of light attenuation due to the sea-ice growth in polar night from �60 to
80 cm (Figure 3a). However, snow accumulation up to 10 cm may have significantly reduced light levels
beneath the ice cover (Figure 3a).

The wavelet spectrum (Figures 3d, 3g, and 3j) shows a different origin of the subsurface (6–40 m) VBS maxi-
mum observed during the period of enhanced cell circulation. In contrast to the preceding and following
periods, this maximum was mainly associated with a very weak intensity of the diurnal periodicity that
was comparable in strength to that during polar night. The following period was characterized by rapid
increase of the diurnal signal with wavelet spectrum energy rising from 50–70 to 200. This maximum was
observed at all three moorings; however, the intensity of the diurnal signal decreased toward the YS mouth
(Figures 3d, 3g, and 3j), which is in agreement with a general tendency of the VBS to be lower toward the
YS entrance. From the last weeks of March to the beginning of polar day (17 April 2014), the diurnal perio-
dicity gradually returned to a relatively weak mode with amplitudes comparable to those seen during polar
night. Using wavelet analysis was problematic for separating 24.8 h lunar-day signal from diurnal one due
to the close proximity of these periods.
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VBS actograms were computed for the depth of 6, 24 and 54 m for all three moorings (Figure 4). These acto-
grams reveal a rhythm of activity: where diurnal signal variations can be seen in the vertical axis of acto-
gram, while the long-term patterns of diurnal behavior are revealed by variations along the horizontal axis
[e. g., Leise et al., 2013; Last et al., 2016]. In general, these actograms display evidence for expanding the
period of high VBS from the midnight in polar day to the entire 24-h period at winter solstice. They are
nearly symmetric around the astronomic midnight (horizontal dashed line). However, during the period of
enhanced cell circulation (20 December 2013 to 23 January 2015) induced by the polynya opening at the
YS mouth, the diurnal periodicity of the signal was notably disrupted (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Actograms of the ADCP acoustic backscatter for (a, b, c) m04, (d, e, f) m03, and (g, h, j) m02 moorings at three depth levels: (a, e, h)
6 m, (b, e, h) 24 m and (c, f, j) 54 m. Vertical white dashed line depicts winter solstice. Horizontal dashed line shows astronomic midnight. Dot-
ted rectangular contours the full moon occurrence 63 days. Color shading is similar to that in Figure 3.
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In contrast to the symmetry relative to the astronomic midnight, the actograms reveal asymmetry with
respect to winter solstice (vertical white dashed line) that are consistent with wavelet results. At the m2 and
m3 moorings, located closer to the mouth of the fjord, the diurnal cycle was indiscernible in the whole
water column from about 10 days prior to about 30 days after winter solstice (Figure 4). This period showed
a high VBS around 285 dB during the entire 24 h period. A weakening of the circulation cell was associated
with the return of the diurnal signal from about 20 January 2014. Toward the polar day, the period of high
VBS was gradually narrowing around the astronomic midnight until full disappearance on 18 April, which
was simultaneously observed at m04 and m03 (Figures 4a–4f). At m02, the diurnal signal pattern was notice-
ably irregular and completely absent at 54 m depth (Figures 4g–4i).

3.2. Effect of the Moon
Another set of actograms was generated for modeled under ice illuminance (Figure 5a) and the
ADCP-measured vertical velocity averaged for 16–30 m (above the interface) and 40–54 m (below the
interface), respectively (Figures 5c–5h). The averaging over 14 m layers and over 7 ensembles (1 h) reduces
velocity error estimates down to 2.2 mm/s, respectively. The bias correction for vertical velocity was per-
formed according to Plueddemann and Pinkel [1989] and for each of three mooring was estimated around
0.2 mm/s. The vertical velocity actograms for m04 and m03 show a nearly symmetrical diurnal pattern
around astronomic midnight (Figures 5c–5f) that is consistent with the backscatter actograms. Net upward
flow was observed daily at m04 from �1 to 8 h before the astronomic midnight during polar night. In the
period between the polar night and day, upward flow was observed for 6–12 h per d during the period
around midnight. In between, a net downward flow was observed (Figures 5c and 5d). A notable feature is
that maximal velocities, exceeding 60.3 cm/s, were recorded only during relatively brief �3 h periods prior
to the change of direction of the vertical net flow. This feature is particularly noticeable in the period
between polar night and day. This pattern completely disappeared after around 20 April 2014 when
the polar day began. Mooring m03 showed a similar pattern, but the signal was noisier and started to dis-
appear already by the end of March. At m02, the mentioned patterns of vertical velocity were hardly
recognizable.

Moonlight was the main source of continuous illumination during civil twilight and civil polar night in YS
(Figure 5a) with maximum modeled values of illuminance around 9 3 1022 lux. Even below the 35–85 cm
sea ice with an up to 30 cm thick snow cover (Figure 3a), it was found the regular pattern of vertical velocity
was disrupted during full moon, such that a weak but on average upward (positive) net flow was observed
throughout the day (mooring m04, Figure 5c). Moreover, this disruption occurred only when the moon was
above the horizon and illuminated the YS ice surface directly (compare Figure 5a and Figure 5c). This allows
direct attribution of the diurnal cycle disruption to the moon illumination. The impact of the moon phase
on the vertical velocity irregularities described above was obvious at m04 (Figures 5c and 5d), recognizable
at m03 (Figures 5e and 5f) and fairly masked at m02 (Figures 5g and 5h). At m04, the net upward flow in
16–30 m at the full moon (Figure 5c) was consistent with insignificant, but recognizable loss of VBS at 24 m
(Figure 4b). However, it was not associated with gain in VBS at 6 m (Figure 4a). Thus, this allows for specula-
tion that the backscattering zooplankton were redistributed to the surface layer that was not resolved by
ADCP observations.

Additional evidence of the impact of the moon’s illumination on disrupting the diurnal velocity signal
arises from the cloud data. NCEP-derived cloud cover data have been found to be unreliable for high lati-
tude regions [Bedacht et al., 2007], however, this data source is the only available information on clouds
for the YS region. During the full moon on 14–20 December 2013, moon illumination was likely attenu-
ated due to the �70% cloud cover (Figures 5a–5c). This resulted in a weaker disruption of the diurnal ver-
tical velocity signal compared to the preceding quarter moon phase when the mean cloud cover was
about 40%.

Our data revealed a noticeable difference in vertical velocity between the new and full moon phases during
the fall transition to civil twilight. The time series of the 2 m binned vertical velocity profiles were computed
for m04 by averaging the individual velocity profiles recorded during the new moon phase, that occurred
between 31 October and 6 November (Figure 6a), and full moon phase between 14 and 20 November 2013
(Figure 6b) with corresponding error margin of �0.5mm/s. Intensive downward and upward flow was
observed during �3 h from 6 to 9 h and from 15 to 18 h, respectively. For the new moon, the vertical
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velocities were about 60.4–0.5 cm/s and the diurnal velocity signal was present already below 10 m depth.
For the full moon, velocities were about half as much and the diurnal velocity signal was distinguishable
only at depth below 25 m which is consistent with Figures 5a and 5b.

The vertical velocities seen in Figure 6 are consistent with active backscatters moving up- and down
through the water column with diurnal periodicity. From the velocity distribution in Figure 6a, an approxi-
mation has been made for the vertical upward and downward movement following the maximal velocities
(white solid lines in Figure 6a). This approximation allowed estimations of the vertical displacement veloc-
ities of �1.5 cm/s.

Figure 5. Actograms of the (a) modeled underice illuminance (lux) (c–h) ADCP-measured vertical velocity (cm/s) for (c, d) m04, (e, f) m03,
and (g, h) m02 moorings averaged for (c, e, g) 16–30 m and (d, f, h) 40–54m. Positive/negative values correspond to the upward/downward
displacement. Color shading and designations are similar to that in Figures 3 and 4. (b) Time series of the NCEP-derived total cloud cover
(%) with yellow shading highlighting the full moon occurrence 64 days. The blue horizontal lines indicate the mean cloud cover for these
periods. Dotted rectangular contours the full moon occurrence 63 days.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Possible Species Associated With DVM
The observed patterns of the ADCP-derived VBS and vertical velocity below the land-fast ice during winter
2013–2014 were consistent with diel vertical migration (DVM) of zooplankton, during which zooplankton
moved toward the surface during the evening, and descends the next morning. Without zooplankton sam-
pling, it was not possible for us to specify the exact species involved in DVM [Cottier et al., 2006; Falk-
Petersen and Hopkins, 1981; Falk-Petersen and Kristensen, 1985; Falk-Petersen et al., 2008; Vestheim et al.,
2014], and hence we follow those studies that use only acoustical methods to determine and interpret the
patterns of the DVM signal [e.g., Fischer and Visbeck, 1993; Berge et al., 2009].

Precise identification of zooplankton species is not possible just from acoustic data. However, based on pre-
vious studies the possible species involved in DVM could be surmised with some confidence. ADCP velocity
observations detect the presence of relatively fast moving animals with vertical velocities of �1.5 cm/s that
migrate to �80 m or deeper (Figure 6). Krill (Euphausiacea) and Themisto are known to move down to 100–
300 m depth in DVM at 708N [Falk-Petersen and Hopkins, 1981; Vestheim et al., 2014]. The estimated vertical
migration speed fits nicely into the range of 1–6 cm/s characteristic for copepods and euphausiids [Hey-
wood, 1996]. Previous zooplankton sampling in YS [Rysgaard et al., 1999; Nielsen et al., 2007; Arendt et al.,
2013] revealed an abundant community of copepods. These studies found that among the copepods,
Microstella norvegica constituted 32–49% or 5000–10,000 ind/m3, while Calanus spp. constituted 9–24%.
Among the non-copepods, krill comprised about 70 ind/m3 and Themisto just 0.1 ind/m3. Krill is expected to
be very abundant in east Greenland fjords, and Thysanoessa inermis and Meganytiphanes norvegica was also
recorded in high number by Einarsson [1945] during the warm 1930s. Small copepods as Oithona, Microcala-
nus, Microstella are too small (less than 1.5 mm) to be recorded by ADCP and does not perform large sea-
sonal migration [Darnis and Fortier, 2014] or measurable DVM (G. Darnis, personal communication, 2014) in
Arctic waters. Calanus species perform seasonal vertical migration and the larger part of the population
stays at depth, below those investigated in this study, from early autumn to late spring [Falk-Petersen et al.,
2007]. Berge et al. [2014] also concluded, based on comparison between acoustic and net data, that the
acoustic backscatter signal from Calanus copepods is typically overwhelmed by the signal from larger zoo-
plankton species such as krill and pelagic amphipods. We therefore suggest that krill and possibly Themisto
were the main scatters in the backscatter signal.

Figure 6. The time series of 2 m binned vertical profiles of vertical velocity (cm/s) averaged over the (a) new moon phase (31 October to 6
November2013) and (b) full moon phase (14–20 November 2013) for mooring m04. Positive/negative values correspond to the upward/
downward displacement. White line approximates vertical movement attributed to DVM.
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4.2. Disruption of Under-Ice DVM by Polynya Formation
The DVM signal was observed to be disrupted during polynya-enhanced cell circulation. The VBS signal at
the moorings m02 and m03 located closer to the mouth of the fjord, indicated that the bulk of the zoo-
plankton continuously occupied the subsurface layer (Figures 3f and 3i). The significant disruption of the
DVM signal during the polynya-enhanced cell circulation was also evident for 6 m and 24 m depths at m04
(Figures 4d and 4e) and m02 (Figures 4g and 4h). The difference in DVM-signal between moorings in the
mouth of the fjord (m02 and m03) and the one in the fjord’s interior (m04) could possibly be attributed to
differences in zooplankton species composition or their age composition. Even though fjords are semien-
closed water bodies, they can be very dynamic and variable. In their study at 708N Falk-Petersen and Kristen-
sen [1985] showed that the biomass, distribution and behavior of the dominant krill species changed with
topography and distance from the entrance and head of the fjord. This was probably related to the fjord cir-
culation and hydrographic regimes.

The period of DVM disruption matches the cell-circulation period. In the following, we propose two possible
explanations for the irregular behavior of zooplankton associated with enhanced water dynamics.

1. During the polynya event over the YS mouth, the along fjord inflow/outflow maximum velocities tempo-
rally exceeded 7/12 cm/s (Figures 3b, 3e, and 3h) thereby creating an enhanced velocity gradient across
the interface at �40 m (depth of sill) between the inflow in the intermediate layer at �40–140 m and
outflow in the subsurface layer at �6–40 m (Figure 1a). Based on the observed patterns, it therefore
appears that the zooplankton avoided spending additional energy crossing this interface for regular
DVM and preferred to remain in the subsurface layer. Besides predator and starvation avoidance, this
strategy of minimizing energy use due to advection in the case of enhanced water dynamics was previ-
ously reported by Eiane et al. [1998], Basedow et al. [2004], and Marcus and Scheef [2009].

2. The polynya-enhanced cell circulation was accompanied by a relative increase in temperature of the sub-
surface layer (from an average of 21.768C up to 21.70 f8C) that resulted in the upward heat flux to the
ice-water interface by up to 22–24 W/m2 at the outer fjord (moorings m02 and m03) and up to 14.5 W/
m2 in the inner fjord (mooring m04) [Kirillov et al., 2015]. The relatively strong thermal gradient, observed
by Dmitrenko et al. [2015] between the warmer upper layer above the 40 m depth and deeper waters
may have caused zooplankton to favor the upper water layer.

4.3. Disruption of Under-Ice DVM by the Moon Cycle
In addition to water dynamics, another disrupting factor for DVM was the moon cycle. Most studies on lunar
disruption of DVM were conducted either at subtropical latitudes [Hern�andez-Le�on et al., 2002] or in the
deep sea [Mercier et al., 2011; Ochoa et al., 2013]. In general, DVM patterns are known to correlate well with
the moon phase [Ochoa et al., 2013; van Haren and Compton, 2013]. Herbivorous zooplankton species are
typically observed maintaining deeper positions in the water column during the full moon phase, whereas
they are more abundant in the surface water layer during new moon phase. This behavior helps avoiding
predation and offers reproductive benefits [Marcus and Scheef, 2009]. In contrast to lower latitudes, very lit-
tle is known about the exact mechanism of how the moon cycle exert control over DVM during polar night
[Berge et al., 2015a; Webster et al., 2015]. A recent study conducted by Last et al. [2016] over the open water
nearby Svalbard showed DVM disruption by lunar cycle during polar night. They reported that variation in
the zooplankton layer depth within the surface layer (�50 m) correlated with lunar altitude periodicity (24.8
hrs) and that zooplankton practice surface avoidance. Last et al. [2016] also reported evidence of two dis-
tinct lunar vertical migration (LVM) patterns: LVM-month and LVM-day, both occurring in ice covered
waters. Our VBS actograms did not show distinguishable asymmetry around midnight and the slanted pat-
tern described by Last et al. [2016] as-day that corresponds with the shifting of periodicity from 24 hr to
24.8 hr.

Our under-ice VBS data revealed that the DVM signal pattern also was disrupted during full moon phases
(Figure 5). The zooplankton, that were the likely cause of the VBS signal, appeared to be more distributed
within the upper layer below the sea-ice during full moon. This signal was relatively weak, but remained
detectable at m03 and m04 during the snow free period (Figures 3a–3e). During the full moon, the vertical
velocity observations indicated near-zero (�0.01 cm/s) diel-independent net velocities (Figures 5c–5e),
which supports the lack of coordinated movement by zooplankton. Specifically, no DVM was observed to
occur in the subsurface layer down to 20–30 m depth during the full moon stage (Figure 6b). However,
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below 30 m depth the vertical velocity profiles gave evidence for a weaker, but still well recognizable DVM,
which may have been related to a transition in light levels below a threshold of predator’s perception at
that depth.

The possible reasons for the lunar disruption of DVM are uncertain. The upward migration of zooplankton
at full moon could be associated with exploitation strategies of food resources. It is known that krill can
feed on decaying phytoplankton both on the under ice surface and bottom sediment [Falk-Petersen et al.,
2000]. During polar night below 65–85 cm thick land-fast ice, lunar illumination is likely to be far below the
threshold of the predators’ perception. This significantly reduces the light-dependent mortality risk and
gives zooplankton favorable conditions for predator avoidance. At the same time, the faint lunar illumina-
tion could be used by the otherwise migrating zooplankton for optimizing their exploitation of food resour-
ces during polar night when access to illumination is extremely limited.

The VBS and its wavelet transform analysis provided definite evidence that zooplankton were performing
DVM outside the full moon and enhanced cell circulation periods (Figure 3). This imposes an open question:
What drives DVM in polar night during the new moon phase when illumination in the ocean is below the
perception threshold for many living creatures or practically absent. One possible explanation is the pres-
ence of an internal clock mechanism [e.g., van Haren and Compton, 2013, Cisewski and Strass, 2016] that
keeps up the DVM cycle even when there is no illumination. The VBS actograms (Figure 4) show noticeable
symmetry of DVM signal relative to astronomic midnight during polar night, the period when the sun is 68

below horizon at its highest point. In Young Sound there is additional shading by the mountains. This sym-
metry might therefore be interpreted into favor of an internal clock mechanism.

Another explanation is the theory that the plankton possess an outstanding sensitivity to the light levels far
below the threshold of human perception [Berge et al., 2014; Cohen et al., 2015]. During the full moon
phases our modeled illuminance under the sea ice cover in Young Sound indicated that values could
reached 2 3 1023 lux. Båtnes et al. [2015] reported that Calanus had sensitivity to illuminance levels as low
as 5 3 1028 mmol photons m22 s21 for blue waveband which corresponds with about 3 3 1026 lux. Similar
light sensitivity for Krill were reported by Cohen et al. [2015].

5. Conclusions

Time series of acoustic backscatter and velocity from three ADCPs deployed from late October 2013 to May
2014 in the Young Sound fjord in Northeast Greenland were used to analyze patterns of diel vertical migra-
tion (DVM) in the water column beneath land-fast sea ice cover.

Our analysis was limited by the lack of the zooplankton sampling. The deficiency of this analysis clearly
defines a necessity for expanding the investigation of zooplankton DVM dynamics in high latitudes ice-
covered waters using observations of cloud coverage, incident and subice light climate, zooplankton spe-
cies composition in addition to ADCP and ABS observations. We also limited our analysis be neglecting the
export of zooplankton away from YS during the enhanced estuarine-like circulation in December 2013 to
January 2014.

In contrast to many previous studies of the high Arctic regions, the DVM signal in Young Sound persisted
throughout the entire winter and even during the period of polar night. However, the DVM signal was sig-
nificantly disrupted (i) by estuarine-like water dynamics enhanced by a polynya forming over the Young
Sound outlet to the Greenland Sea and (ii) during the full moon phase of the moon cycle.

1. Disruption by water dynamics: Our data suggest that the zooplankton species likely responsible for DVM
tended to avoid spending additional energy crossing the interface at around 40 m depth between inflow
to the fjord in the intermediate layer and outflow in the subsurface layer where a relatively strong veloc-
ity gradient was observed. Instead the zooplankton tended to favor remaining in the upper 40 m where
also the relatively warmer water temperatures.

2. Disruption by moon light: During civil twilight and civil polar night, moonlight is the major significant
source of illumination besides stars and aurora borealis. During full moon phases, the VBS and vertical
velocity observations revealed that the 1999 signal was disrupted and zooplankton were homogene-
ously redistributed within the upper layer below the 60–90 cm thick land-fast sea ice with �10 cm snow
cover. This signal tends to disappear at high cloud and snow cover. Our modeled analysis suggests that
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the zooplankton in question have an outstanding sensitivity to illuminance levels of 0.002 lux and less.
We speculate that this extraordinary sensitivity favors zooplankton to harvest and avoid predation below
the land-fast ice during polar night during full moon phases thereby reducing their light-dependent mor-
tality risk.
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